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Abstract 
Horiik, P., Extending partial systems of distinct representatives, Discrete Mathematics 91 
(1991) 95-98. 
We determine a necessary and sufficient condition for a special class of families of sets to have 
the property that each partial SDR of cardinahty d can be extended to a total SDR. This result 
is a generalization of a theorem of Brualdi and Csima concerning matching extension in a 
regular bipartite graphs. 
Let .& = (Ai, i E I) be a family of subsets of a set E. Then a (total) system of 
distinct representatives, shortly SDR, is an injection f : I-, E such that f(i) E Ai 
for all i E I. A mapping g is a partial SDR of ti if g is an SDR of a subfamily of 
&. Under the cardinality of a partial SDRf it is understood the cardinality of the 
range of f. In this note we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
special class of families of sets to be d-extendable, i.e. to have the property that 
each partial SDR of cardinality d is extendable to a total SDR. 
If G is the bipartite graph naturally associated with the family ~4 then a partial 
SDR of ~4 corresponds to a matching in G. In [1] a precise condition in order that 
any matching with d edges in a regular bipartite graph can be extended to a 
perfect matching is given. For general graphs this question is dealt with in [2]. In 
what follows we confine ourselves to families of sets corresponding to bipartite 
graphs whose degrees of vertices from the same set of bipartition equal. 
However, the problem will not be discussed in language of graph theory but in a 
set-theoretical context. 
Let &=(Al,A2,. . . , A,) be a finite family of subsets of a set E, IEl = m. 
Then we will say that d belongs to the class s(n, m, p, q) if lAil =p, 
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i=l,2,. . .) n and each element of E occurs in exactly q sets of &. Clearly, there 
exits in s(n, m, p, q) a family possessing a SDR if and only if n *p = m * q and 
m>naq. 
The next theorem, which is a generalization of the result of Brualdi and Csima 
[I], characterizes the classes s(n, m, p, q) containing exclusively d-extendable 
graphs. Their characterization corresponds to the case p = q and is proved by a 
different method. 
Theorem 1. Let d, m, n, p and q be natural numbers such that q G n G m, 
n.p=m.q and l<d<n. Then each family of sets from S(n, m, p, q) is 
d-extendable if and only if either d = 1 or q = 1 or p 3 n or 
d<max p+q-n+l,p2B~~~+P]. 
( 
Proof. Let d, m, n, p and q be as in the hypothesis and let a family .& = 
(A,, A2,. . . > A,) of subsets of the set E = {a,, a2, . . . , a,} belong to 
S(n, m, p, q). For d = 1, the fact that the edge chromatic number of a bipartite 
graph equals its maximum degree implies that & is d-extendable. It is 
straightforward that d is d-extendable in the case when either q = 1 or p 2 n. 
Thus, assume 1 < q cp < n and 1< d. Let D be the range of a partial SDR f of d 
of cardinality d which cannot be extended to a total SDR. Therefore, if f is an 
SDR of a subfamily (Ai, j EZ), I.ZI = d then the family (Ai - D, i E Z -.Z), 
z= {1,2,. . . , n} does not possess an SDR. From Hall’s theorem there exists 
TcZ-.Z, ITI=t such that IUi,r(A,-D)l<t. As m3n there is an x in 
E, X 4 D, X 4 UjeT (Aj - D), i.e. x $ UjtTAj. Thus, if x E Ai then i E Z - T. Hence 
n--St. (1) 
Further, for jeT we have p=(A,I~JU,,,A,-D)(+IDI~t-l+d. SO it 
follows that 
p-d+l<t. 
Define now a set C by C = UjerAj U D. Then 
(2) 
and we get 
$I IA n ‘4 = ICI . q < (t - 1 + d)q. 
On the other hand, 
2 IA,fKl~~ IAjnCJ+d=p.t+d. 
i=l jeT 
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Comparing the above inequalities we have (t - 1 + d)q *p . t + d. Consequently, 
(p-q)tsd*q-d-q. (3) 
Putting together (1) and (2) we get p + q - n + 1 G d. Further, multiplying both 
sides of (2) by p -q and comparing with (3) we get (p - q)(p - d + 1) G 
deq-d-q. Hence 
P2-P.q+P 
p-l sd. 
Therefore, 
damax p+q-n+l,P2-~~~+P]. 
1 
For the sake of brevity we denote by cu, p the numbers p + q - n + 1, 
(P2-P ‘9 +P)l(P - 1)7 respectively. It remains to verify that for 1 < q sp < 
n c m, d 2 max{ a; /3} there exists a system .z& E s(n, m, p, q) possessing a partial 
SDR of cardinality d which cannot be extended to a total SDR. We will prove 
this by constructing a system & = (A,, AZ, . . . , A,) of subsets of 
{ al, a2,. . . , a,} from S(n, m, p, q) with the properties: 
(i) AI = A2 = . . . = Ak = {aI, a2, . . . , a,,}, where k =p -d + 1 for d <p and 
otherwise k = 1. 
(ii) {ai, a2, . . . , an+} is the range of an SDR of the system (Ak+l, . . . , A,). 
It is easy to see that the system .z4 is not d-extendable because by hypothesis 
k+d-l=p<nandinthiscasedGn-kholds. 
Therefore, D = {aI, . . . , ad} is the range of a partial SDR f of 
(A k+l, . . . , A,). However, ILJlcj<kAj- DI = k - 1; i.e. the system (A, - 
D, . . . , Ak - D) does not possess an SDR. Thus, f is not extendable to a total 
SDR. Now we describe, for 1 < q up < n c m, d 2 max{ a, p}, a construction of 
the family ti satisfying (i) and (ii). Two cases will be considered. 
Let 2q > n. From p . n = q * m we have q(2p - m) = p(2q - n). In addition, 
p > q 3 2p - n and this implies that there exists a system 93 = (Bn_-q+l, . . . , 13,) 
of subsets of the set {a,, . . . , up} belonging to S(q, p, 2p - m, 2q - n) which 
possesses an SDR. SO we may suppose a,_j E B,_j, 0 6j s q - 1. Let Aj = 
{a,, . . . , a,>, lsj<n-q and Aj=BjU{ap+l,...,a,}, n-q+lGj<n. 
Hence, 
a,_j E A,_j, ocj=sq-1. (4) 
Also, .& = (A,, . . . , A,) belongs to s(n, m, p, q) and according to d z= 
max{a;b}>a=p+q--n+l we get n-qap-d+lakfor dsp. Hence ti 
satisfies property (i). As n < 2q it follows that n - q - k up and consequently 
aj o Ak+j, lGj<n-q-k. Further,ajeA,_,_,+j,p+l~j~n-kandfrom(4) 
aj E An--p+j, n-k-q+lajap. Thismeansthattheset {a,,...,a,_,} isthe 
range of an SDR of (Ak+i, . . . , A,) and the condition (ii) is satisfied. 
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Now let 2q c n. Then rz - q 3 q and from rr . p = m * q it follows that 
rz - q cm - q and (n - q)p = (m -p)q. Thus, there exists a system 
(A p+1, . . . 2 A,) of subsets of the set {u,+~, . . . , a,} belonging to s(n - q, m - 
p, p, q) and possessing an SDR. So assume aP+i EA~+~, 1 G j < rz - q. Put 
Aj = {a,, . . . , a,}, 16 j < q. Then .& = (AI, . . . , A,) E S(n, m, p, q) and, since 
d 2 max{ a, p} 2 /? >p - q + 1, it follows that q >p - d + 1. We let 
k=p-d+l 
so that d satisfies (i). Let t = min{p + k - q, n - q}. Set 
(5) 
AA = (A, - {u~_~+~: 1 <j < t}) U {u~+,,__~_~+~: 1 C j St}, 
lcj<t and Al=Aj for lsjsq-1 and q+lsjcn-1. Then the family 
&’ = (A;, . . . , AA) is also from s(n, m, p, q) and in accordance with (5) &’ has 
the property (i). Moreover, Uj E A;+j, 1 C j c q - k, aj E AL-t-q+k+j, q - k + 1 s 
jsq-k+t and if t=p+k-q then ajEAk_p+j, p+lcj<n-k. Therefore, 
the set {aI, . . . , u”-~} is the range of an SDR of (A;,,, . _ . , AA) and the proof is 
complete. Cl 
For p = q a translation of Theorem 1 into graph theoretical language reads as 
follows: 
Theorem 2 [l]. Let n, p and 1 <d <n be natural numbers. Then for every 
p-regular bipartite graph G on 2n vertices and every matching M in G with d edges 
there exists a perfect matching containing M if and only if either d = 1 or p = 1 or 
ds2p-n. 
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